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 For parents to be assured the rights to refuse medication, consult your local school board or health authorities, as to the medical
safety of our products, and as to the effectiveness of this site. Chemo-Hoax.pdf. An alternate version of the story. Chemo-

Hoax.txt. USC J's HOPE Pockets-Boys.pdf (textbook and pocket). HOPE pockets. US Core Standards. Congressman Dennis
Kucinich on Chemotherapy.pdf. He has done what most public officials do when they are threatened with a lawsuit and they
believe they have the law on their side, they wait and see if the law gets changed. I don't believe he has the law on his side.

Health Risks for Chemotherapy Patients.pdf (textbook). Holycow.shtml: Complete list of websites advocating truth in cancer
information. Truth in Cancer Information/Chemo-hoax.htm. A site run by a former chemo patient who went to college with

Dennis Kucinich and who is now a nurse. She believes in his policy of no profit and no censorship, with a strong emphasis on
the truth. I have found no evidence that this site is a commercial enterprise. Web-DennisKucinich.com: Dennis' political

website. From one of his websites: "Dennis represents all the people, we are non-partisan and work to protect our right to a
clean environment, a safe food supply, affordable health care, and personal liberty." List of Chemical Manufacturers.pdf. List
of pharmaceutical and chemical companies, plus chemical firms. Data on the human side.pdf. This link leads to a book, under
the same name as this site, also on chemo. Chemo-Hoax: Textbook and pocket.pdf (different from the others). This one also

contains a video. Selected Life Issues for Young Readers.pdf. By Alan Hirsch, 1996. Chemo-Hoax.pdf. Alternate version of the
story. Chemo-Hoax.txt. Alternate version of the story. Questions for young authors to consider: Are there any questions you

would ask the person being used as a guinea pig in a clinical trial if you were a child? 82157476af
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